Autonomous following of ill-defined roads is an important part of visual navigation systems. This paper presents an adaptive method that uses a statistical model of the colour of the road surface within a trapezoidal shape that approximately corresponds to the projection of the road on the image plane. The method does not perform an explicit segmentation of the images but instead expands the shape sideways until the match between shape and road worsens, simultaneously computing the colour statistics. Results show that the method is capable of reactively following roads, at driving speeds typical of the robots used, in a variety of situations while coping with variable conditions of the road such as surface type, puddles and shadows. We extensively evaluate the proposed method using a large number of datasets with ground truth (that will be made public on our server once the paper is published). We moreover evaluate many colour spaces in the context of road following and find that the colour spaces that separate luminance from colour information perform best, especially if the luminance information is discarded.
Introduction
In this paper, we tackle the problem of making a robot automatically drive on a road. The concept of road is abstract and hard to define. The term road is used for concepts such as a trail, path, route and street, i.e. a surface on which vehicles can travel. We define a road as a traversable, linear structure with a colour that is distinguishable from that of its surroundings, that extends for some distance in front of the vehicle and is wide enough for the vehicle. We do not consider the case of roads that are only defined by the fact that they happen to be traversable areas of the ground and not delimited by any change in ground nature, such as desert roads
1 . Moreover, we do not assume anything about the geometry of the road, such as straightness, constant width or well behaved edges.
A road therefore has a surface, an edge and a direction. Any of those properties can be used for road detection and following. The problem with detection lies in the fact that these properties vary between different road types and along given roads. Because of that variability, researchers have proposed the use of neural networks trained to recognise specific road configurations directly from images (Pomerleau, 1992; Jochem et al., 1995) and output driving vectors. However, what is normally the strength of such methods appears to also be their downfall in this particular application: there is just too much variability to either be able to build a representative training set of images or train the neural networks to learn the variability. To solve this Features used to detect the boundary of the roads often are edge pixels, detected using either generic edge detection methods such as gradient (Kluge et al., 1998; Park et al., 2003) or Canny (Wang et al., 2004; Bai et al., 2008) or filters that are tuned based on previous detections (Morgan et al., 1988; Dickmanns and Mysliwetz, 1992; Kluge et al., 1998) . Road edges can also be extracted assuming homogeneity of the road colour and/or luminance (Li et al., 1998) or from a distance image computed using a distance measure and colour statistics extracted from the original images (Broggi and Cattani, 2006) . Extracted features can also correspond to painted road markings and are detected based on colour properties such as yellow hues (from HSV) or high values of brightness (Kluge and Thorpe, 1995) .
Once features have been extracted, a model is fitted to them in order to represent the road. A variety of geometric models have been used to represent the shape of the road. Some are potentially very close to the road, using splines (Wang et al., 2004) or free-form curves (Broggi and Cattani, 2006) . Others use a variety of curves such as circles (Morgan et al., 1988; Kluge and Thorpe, 1995) , hyperboles (Bai et al., 2008) , parabolas (Kluge et al., 1998; Park et al., 2003) . More appropriate to road vehicles, clothoidal models have been used in (Dickmanns and Mysliwetz, 1992) . Some authors assume that the road is locally straight and use linear models (Paetzold and Franke, 2000) . This has the advantage of a simpler model that offers the possibility of modelling roads that are irregular in shape (such as urban roads). Some methods have produced representations in the world coordinate system, these therefore being amenable to (possibly long term) path planning. Others have produced representations in the image plane, these being more appropriate to performing reactive driving.
Methods that either extract road features such as painted lines or explicitly detect the edges of the road are usually not appropriate for ill-defined roads because such features are often missing, not well defined enough to be detectable or confused with other events such as shadows, inhomogeneous cover of the surface or defects such as cracks. Moreover, fitting models to pixels extracted in such a way is error prone because of sparsity of the data and noise in the detection. With the recent challenges such as the DARPA Grand Challenge or the European Landrobot trials (ELROB), emphasis has been moved to methods that do not rely on road markings but instead use the whole surface of the road (and non-road) areas. These methods usually segment the images into road and non-road regions from which models are built.
The precursors of that type of method were probably the SCARF and UNSCARF systems (Crisman and Thorpe, 1988; Crisman and Thorpe, 1991; Crisman and Thorpe, 1993) where segmentation is performed based on Gaussian modelling of the colours of road and non-road pixels using up to twelve Gaussian distributions and the road is modelled as a triangle fitted to the segmented road, the tip being at the vanishing point of the road and the base corresponding to the width of the road close to the robot (bottom of the images).
The results of segmenting images into road and non-road regions depend largely on the information used from the images. In most cases, colour information is used and represented as multiple Gaussian distributions (Jochem and Baluja, 1993; Thrun et al., 2006) or sometimes as histograms (Zhang and Kleeman, 2006; Alvarez andĹopez, 2011) or a more complete set of properties such as mean, entropy, variance and energy (Shinzato et al., 2011) . Most authors model the colour of the road and non-road areas. When Gaussian distributions are used (the majority of cases) there is a trade-off between the number of distributions used and what each represents of the road and non-road areas (early versions of SCARF started with twelve distributions per class (Crisman and Thorpe, 1988) but only used four in later versions (Crisman and Thorpe, 1993) ). This can in particular be a problem when low resolution images are used as each Gaussian will not represent many pixels.
A large variety of colour spaces is used in the literature: RGB (Jochem and Baluja, 1993; Thrun et al., 2006; Procházka, 2013) , normalised RGB (Chen and Tai, 2010) , HSV (Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010) , log-chromaticity and illumination invariance based on camera colour calibration (Alvarez andĹopez, 2011) , and sometimes a combination of many colour spaces (Shinzato et al., 2011) . Few authors use additional information such as texture (Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010) . Often the choice is not justified, although a justification for most colour spaces could be given. We are however not aware of a systematic comparison having been made of the different colour spaces in the context of road following.
Usually the nature of roads changes as the vehicle drives, due to changes in illumination and/or surface and localised patterns such as puddles and shadows. This implies that the colour model should be updated as the vehicle travels at a rate that is adapted to the situation. Most methods update the model from previous images, usually using the result of the segmentation and sometimes iteratively segmenting images and updating the model (Crisman and Thorpe, 1993; Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010) . In some cases, the colour model from previous images is updated using a model built from specific areas of the images assumed to correspond to road and non-road areas (Chen and Tai, 2010; Lee and Crane III, 2006) or determined as free space using other sensors (Thrun et al., 2006) . In a few cases a new model is used for each image from specific areas (Zhang and Kleeman, 2006; Alvarez andĹopez, 2011) . Updating the colour model seems paramount and not using previous models is dangerous as this could lead to wrong detection of the road should the previous detection be wrong.
Given a model of the road (and non-road) areas, segmentation is performed using a variety of methods, including the use of likelihood measures (Zhang and Kleeman, 2006; Alvarez andĹopez, 2011; Procházka, 2013) , fuzzy logic (Chen and Tai, 2010) , fuzzy support vector machine (Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010) , expectation maximisation (Lee and Crane III, 2006) , sometimes the result being processed with morphological filters (Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010; Alvarez andĹopez, 2011) .
Often representations on the image plane are triangular, the tip of the triangle corresponding to the vanishing point of the road (Crisman and Thorpe, 1988; Crisman and Thorpe, 1991; Crisman and Thorpe, 1993) . Such a model is usually inappropriate for highly curved and/or non-flat roads as the vanishing point is often not visible in such cases. Some methods have therefore used trapezoids (Jochem and Baluja, 1993; Jeong et al., 2002) , sometimes asymmetrical (Jeong et al., 2002) to allow non-straight or non-aligned roads. In a few cases more general, free-form, models are used (Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010) , sometimes with geometrical constraints such as symmetry around the road axis (Procházka, 2013) . Sometimes there is an explicit assumption of constant (or slowly varying) width (Jochem and Baluja, 1993) and/or straight roads (Zhang and Kleeman, 2006) . However, often the same assumption is made but implicitly, specifically when triangular or trapezoidal shapes are used. The non-symmetry of these shapes is only there to help fitting a model when the vehicle is not aligned with the road.
Models are fitted to the segmentation using a variety of methods ranging from Hough transforms (Jochem and Baluja, 1993) to aligning edges or corners of the model to the segmentation (Jeong et al., 2002) . Sometimes the central axis of the road is extracted and the model built around it (Procházka, 2013) . The fitting of shapes usually results in a best fit and therefore can locally over and/or under estimate the width of the road. This compounded with the constant width assumption can lead to errors in the road following.
Most published work use forward looking cameras, but a few exceptions use panoramic cameras (Zhang and Kleeman, 2006) where properties of the projection are explicitly used in the modelling of road shape, leading to different geometrical models of the road.
Temporal and/or geometrical consistency is often used through algorithms such as Condensation (Isard and Blake, 1998; Bai et al., 2008) or Kalman filters (Paetzold and Franke, 2000; Dickmanns and Mysliwetz, 1992; Jeong et al., 2002; Zhang and Kleeman, 2006; Procházka, 2013) . Such an approach has the advantage of speeding up the tracking from image to image but has the drawback of assuming regularity of the roads, and in particular their width, which is often not the case for ill-defined roads.
A number of methods do not fall under the feature or segmentation based categories. For example, the vanishing point is detected in (Rasmussen, 2004) by grouping local orientations on the road. The local orientations are detected using Gabor filters and are used in a voting scheme to find the vanishing point. To tackle the problem of noise created, e.g., by non planar roads, the voting is tracked from the bottom of the images to the top using a particle filter. In (Lieb et al., 2005) , reverse optical flow is used to predict the colour properties of the road based on previous experience. The method works well for changes in appearance due to changes in view point but not temporal changes in lighting or colour. In (Luettel et al., 2009) , "driving by tentacles" is used. The idea is that feasible trajectories are produced, as a set of tentacles, from the current vehicle configuration. Each tentative tentacle is evaluated based on a number of criteria, one being as low colour saturation as possible, the saturation being computed by converting RGB to HSI. The reasoning is that such driving mechanism is used under low GPS reception, i.e. typically under foliage coverage were indeed colour saturation will be low, and free space will tend to have lower colour saturation than obstacles. This is obviously not the case for more general situations.
Segmentation methods often fail for a number of reasons. One is inadequate representation of the colours. Some authors used several Gaussians to represent the variability of the colours. However, we found that often the various colours present on the road are also present off the road, such as the grass growing on the middle of gravel roads. Explicitly including these colours in the model is therefore likely, depending on the segmentation method used, to wrongly segment parts of the road. Other methods only use one Gaussian and fail to segment the images properly because of local changes in colour due to shadows or wet patches. Most authors also explicitly represent the colours of the non-road areas. This proves to be difficult in most cases due to (1) the variability of these areas and (2) the sometimes similitude between road and non-road colours. Incorrect segmentation then can lead to erroneous fitting of the model.
In contrast, our method uses a shape constrained statistical model of colour information captured from the road at the start of the process. The shape roughly matches that of the projected road onto the image plane while the colour is represented as a single Gaussian (a mean colour and standard deviation of the colour in the shape). The statistical model is updated as the road is followed. We do not perform an explicit segmentation of the road but instead iteratively enlarge the shape to fit the road area using the colour statistics of the road and the Mahalanobis distance. Our fitting method ensures that the model remains inside the road area not including non-road pixels. This implies that when the road width is not constant or the vehicle not aligned with the road the model directs the vehicle in the right direction. We do not model the non-road colours due to their often highly variable nature. This work is an extension of (Ososinski and Labrosse, 2012) .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the various aspects of our method, including model (Section 2.1) and matching to the data (Section 2.2), detection of the road (Section 2.3), adaptation of the model (Section 2.4) and colour spaces used (Section 2.5). Extensive results are given in Section 3 covering aspects such as colour spaces (Section 3.2), effect of adaptability (Section 3.3), repeatability and long-range driving (Section 3.4). The experiments are performed on a large number of datasets that cover a large number of situations (Section 3.1). Section 4 discusses the presented system and results and concludes the paper.
Methodology

Road shape and colour
Our method finds a road-like structure in the current image, based on a statistical model of the colours of the road. Figure 1 shows the projection of a road onto the image plane (we used for this work the front section of images captured by a panoramic camera, see Section 3) along with the isosceles trapezoid used to characterise the road. The parameters of the shape are its width at the top w, position x, legs angle from vertical θ, height h and offset o from the bottom of the image. The road apparent shape depends on An increase in road width translates into an increase of w and θ whereas an increase in the height of the viewpoint causes θ to decrease. An offset of the viewpoint from the centre of the road causes the projection of the road to become asymmetrical. The height h of the model depends on the viewpoint height and how far ahead the road needs to be detected. The height h and offset o of the shape are directly related to the smoothness and accuracy of staying within road bounds (Land and Horwood, 1995) . The inclusion of the area of the road close to the true horizon increases the smoothness of turning whereas the inclusion of the base of the shape increases the accuracy of staying within road bounds. Offset and height could be modified to fit a given purpose by adjusting the view of the road. In this work, based on the configurations of our robots 2 , we use a fixed height h = 22 pixels, offset o = 3 pixels and θ = 42
• with a symmetrical model. The variable parameters to be determined are therefore w and x.
This trapezoidal shape is only an approximation of the projection of the road surface area onto the images. In a perfect case, the edges of the road would project as curved lines on the image plane and ill-defined irregular and non-flat roads would typically require free-form curves to model them properly. However, the literature shows that more constrained geometrical models are sufficient to represent the traversable area as most methods use the detection of the road only to steer the vehicle. Many authors have used a trapezoidal (or triangular) shape and their results (and ours presented later) show that it is a good enough approximation (Jochem and Baluja, 1993; Crisman and Thorpe, 1993; Zhou and Iagnemma, 2010; Jeong et al., 2002) . Such a shape also filters out irregularities of the road, an important property in our context. If an exact fit was sought for, the symmetrical shape would imply that the robot is correctly aligned on the road and that the road is straight. Similarly, the model would assume that the road is locally of constant width. These are assumptions that have been made in other works (see Section 1) and have been shown to be acceptable. Note however that our algorithm is robust against the breaking of these assumptions (see Section 2.3).
The nature (and therefore colour) of the surface of most roads is not spatially constant. To capture this variability, some authors have used a mixture of Gaussians to encode the properties of the road surface (Section 1). Computing such model however is expensive and selecting the correct number of Gaussians is non trivial. Moreover, most local variations of the appearance of the road will either come from shadowing or wet/dry patches or a central band being of a different nature than the outside bands where wheels often roll. The former can be dealt with using appropriate colour spaces (Section 2.5). The latter usually produces a central band of a similar nature to that of the non-road areas (usually a grassy centre), which should therefore not be part of the road model. Hence we use a single Gaussian to represent the colour of the road. The mean colour and its variance is calculated using the pixels inside the trapezoidal shape that fits the road. It is assumed that the various colour components are independent (Section 2.5).
Road matching
Once a colour-based Gaussian statistical model of the road is computed, the similarity between the model and each pixel's colour can be evaluated. The more similar the colours are, the more likely the corresponding pixel is to belong to the road. The squared Mahalanobis distance is used to this effect:
where p is the colour of a pixel, C is the number of colour components, the subscript i indicates the i th colour component, µ is the mean colour and σ is the colour standard deviation of the model. This is similar to the method used in (Thrun et al., 2006) , except that we only use a single Gaussian.
If we define P(w, x) as the set of pixels belonging to the shape of parameters w and x (Figure 1 ), then the distance between that shape on the current image and the road model is given by
To be able to detect the centre of the road, the widest possible shape fitting the projection of the road onto the image must be detected. The parameters of the shape best matching the image and the road model are obtained by minimising the error function
where α is a weight that adjusts the importance of the two terms. This function is smooth (see Figure 2 ) because the Mahalanobis term is smooth due to the smoothing effect adding or removing entire lines of pixels in P has (changing either parameter adds and/or removes lines of pixels at the edges of the trapezoid). Moreover, the area around the minimum is flat for shapes that are too narrow (the shape matches equally well for a wide range of positions). Therefore standard minimisation techniques cannot be used as they would provide one of many possible results, but not necessarily the widest road possible. Minimising the function is instead achieved with an algorithm (described in Section 2.3) that finds the shape with the maximum width on that flat minimum.
Note that when Gaussian distributions are compared, the Mahalanobis distance between the distributions can be used (as in (Thrun et al., 2006) ). We instead chose to compare individual pixels to the model distribution in (1) and (2) because this allows the incremental comparison of pixels to the model rather than needing to collect statistics first, which would imply multiple evaluations of the distance function.
Minimising (3) is done using two different methods, depending on whether it is the first detection of the road (initialisation step) or while the robot moves. Both methods incrementally compute the error function by starting from a narrow shape positioned in (or near) the flat area and increasing the width of the shape.
Initialisation of the model and road tracking
The initial detection is performed by estimating the colour parameters of the model of the smallest traversable area (based on the width of the robot and height of the camera, w = 3 pixels in all our experiments) in front of the robot and expanding that model based on (3). This procedure assumes that the robot is initially roughly positioned at the centre of the road and roughly aligned with it, using an initial position of the road x corresponding to the front of the robot (see Section 3). Initially, an empirically identified value of α = 35 is always used as, according to our experimentation, this is a good compromise to give enough importance to the Mahalanobis term in the error function. From the front position and minimum width, the shape width is (symmetrically) increased until the error value increases (this procedure works due to the smoothness and flat minimum of the error function, Section 2.2). This can result in an underestimation of the road width if the robot is not properly centred on the road or aligned with it, which is not undesirable. Figure 2 shows the error function (3) for the first frame of the Lakeside dataset (Section 3.1). The dot shows the result of the initial detection. In subsequent road detections, we use half of the initial shape width as the weight α. Our informal experiments showed that this value provides good results but also that the results do not depend dramatically on the actual value.
After initialisation, subsequent road detections are performed in five stages (Figure 3 ) while the robot moves:
Stage 1: a zero width model is positioned on the new image at the position of the detection in the previous image;
Stage 2: the model is expanded symmetrically sideways (4 pixels at a time) until the error function (3) increases. The result of this stage is used as the starting point for Stages 3 and 4;
Stage 3: the model is expanded leftwards (one pixel at a time) until the error increases;
Stage 4: the model is expanded rightwards (one pixel at a time) until the error increases;
Stage 5: the position and width of the shape are computed from the left and right positions obtained in Stages 3 and 4.
The role of Stage 2 is to speed up the process by providing a rough estimate of the shape width while Stages 3 and 4 provide a higher resolution estimate. The expansion at Stages 2 to 4 stops at the edge of the road because of the smoothness of the function. The procedure assumes that the rotation of the robot and/or turning of the road is such that the narrow shape at Stage 1 still lies within the road when positioned on the new image where it was detected in the previous image. If this is not the case, then Stage 1 can lead to the shape being positioned at least partially outside the road. If it is not completely outside the road, then the shape will not expand further outside the road during Stages 2 to 4 because any non-road pixel added to the error function will increase its value. If the shape is totally positioned outside the road, then the road can be lost and the system may not recover if this lasts for too many frames. The best way to avoid this happening is to ensure that the processing frame rate is high enough relative to the speed of the robot.
The horizontal expansion of the model ensures that only the road is included in the model. This is particularly useful when the constant width and straight road assumptions are broken because then as only the road (drivable area) is included in the model, the robot is lead away from encroaching road edges or towards the right turn. Moreover this ensures that the updating of the colour statistics based on the colour content of the detection will be less likely to drift towards wrong colours.
Adaptability
The road surface varies due to changes in viewpoint and environmental factors. The changes could render the model inadequate over time were it not updated, as most authors have noticed. A simplistic approach would be to replace the mean and variance of the colour of the road with that of the newly detected road. However, in the unlikely case of wrong detection of the road, the resulting model could become corrupted, which is especially true if only one Gaussian is used. To avoid this, the road model is updated so that the colour statistics are changed towards the new statistics from the current ones. This offers robustness to wrong detections as well as progressive update of the model.
Moreover, to offer more robustness against including the edges of the road in the shape, only a proportion of the width of the road is used when updating the model, i.e. by using w s = γ × w for the width of the narrow shape. We used γ = 0.8 in all our experiments. This value offers a trade-off between ignoring enough of the sides of the road in case of imprecise detection and having enough pixels for narrow roads to calculate colour statistics. For better defined roads, a higher value could be used.
The C colour components of the two model parameters (mean µ i and variance σ 2 i , i = 1 · · · C) are updated from their current value towards the equivalent value of the newly detected narrow shape (mean and variance of the colours of the pixels in the shape), as defined above. The parameters are updated using
where t u is the road model parameter to update (µ or σ 2 ) at time t, u s is the corresponding model parameter for the newly detected shape and v a measure of distance between the two parameters t u and u s . This rule is used for each colour component independently. The adaptability factor ϕ controls how much the new parameter values influence the model parameters. The effect of this parameter is tested in Section 3.3. A good compromise established during testing was found to be ϕ = 0.05, although the performance is not dramatically affected by the value as results presented in Section 3.3.1 show.
To update the mean colour, the distance v µ is taken as the Mahalanobis distance between the current model and the mean colour µ s of the narrow shape (see (1))
Each colour component of the mean is updated using (4). The Mahalanobis distance is used here to take into account the width of the colour distribution of the road model.
Similarly, the distance v σ 2 is taken as the Euclidean distance between the current variance and the variance of the colour σ 2 s of the narrow shape
Again, each colour component of the variance is updated using (4).
In (Thrun et al., 2006 ) a similar method is used to update a Gaussian towards a newly evaluated one judged to be similar (Mahalanobis distance below a set threshold). However, in their case the new mean and standard deviations are taken as the weighted mean of the corresponding parameters of the two original distributions, where the weighting is a function of the number of pixels each distribution claims. In our case, all pixels are claimed because we use a single Gaussian so instead we move the model towards the new distribution as a function of their distance, controlling the amount of update.
Colour spaces
The proposed method relies on the assumption that the colour of the road is different from that of the nonroad areas of the images. However, such difference depends on how colours are being represented, especially when environmental conditions can change. As can be seen in Section 1, a large variety of colour spaces have been used, often chosen arbitrarily or with some theoretical justification. We are however not aware of a systematic comparison of colour spaces in the context of road following. We therefore perform here such comparison of a variety of colour spaces, some being widely used, others being more exotic. The reliance of our method on colour differences means that it will indeed provide such an objective comparison of the performance achieved with the different colour spaces.
We provide here a detailed description of the conversions used. This section is to be used as a reference section, but is not necessary for the comprehension of the paper. However, note the following convention used throughout the paper: a ' ' character in the name of a colour space (as in "HS ") means that the corresponding component is discarded.
The RGB (Red Green Blue) colour space is an obvious choice as this is what most cameras provide. The HSV (Hue Saturation Value) and YUV spaces are traditionally used when "natural" colour specifications are needed, and indeed used in the road following literature. The V component in HSV and Y component in YUV encode the lightness of the colour and discarding these can help dealing with shadows. We therefore also use HS and UV as colour spaces. The transformation from RGB to YUV is the traditional:
where 0 ≤ R, G, B ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1, −0.492 ≤ U ≤ 0.492 and −0.877 ≤ V ≤ 0.877. The transformation from RGB to HSV is as follows. For 0 ≤ R, G, B ≤ 1
With this, HSV is defined as
YCbCr is another colour space that separates luminance information from colour information. In this work we consider both keeping the luminance information (using the whole YCbCr space) and only retaining the colour information (using the CbCr space). The transformation from RGB is given by
where 0 ≤ R, G, B ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Y, Cb, Cr ≤ 1.
A fast and easy way to offer robustness to changes in illumination (and shadows to some extent) is to use the CIE L*a*b* (labelled 'Lab' in figures) colour space and ignore the luminance component L* (Woodland and Labrosse, 2005) . The a* channel specifies the colour as green to magenta hues, whereas the b* channel specifies the colour as blue to yellow hues. We will therefore consider the a*b* (labelled ' ab' in figures) colour space (only using colour information and discarding luminance). The transformation from RGB to CIE L*a*b* is given by
2.7690 1.7518 1.1300 1.0000 4.5907 0.0601 0.0000 0.0565 5.5943
where X n , Y n , and Z n are the X, Y , and Z values of the reference white, R = G = B = 255.
In (Katramados et al., 2009 ), a transform named by the authors 'mean chroma' is used to perform a colourbased segmentation of traversable areas. It is a one-dimensional colour space defined as
that is a combination of some of the colour information from the YCbCr and CIE L*a*b* colour spaces.
Because that colour transform is rather ad-hoc, we have also created variations based on it. The first was created to check if combining the components in one was making a difference. We therefore evaluated the space CbCra* (labelled 'CbCra' in figures) that uses the same components as the original MCh but keeps them separate, therefore producing a three-dimensional colour space. As the results show, the performance increases. We have also tried to use the value a * directly as the third component (instead of 2a * ); this makes no difference to the results. MCh ′ is also a linear combination of components, producing a single component in [0; 255] , but this time using normalised values of Cb, Cr, a * and b * . In this transform we retained the b * component because we found that this component also contains information useful for the discrimination of road pixels from non-road pixels on some of our datasets. Normalisation of the a * and b * components was based on the extreme values of both components across all the images of our datasets. All four components are normalised in the 0 to 255 range:
followed by appropriate clamping. Because of non-homogeneity of the coverage of the 0 to 255 range, we define MCh ′ as
again followed by appropriate clamping. This ensures that, on our datasets, the full range of possible values is used.
The log-chromaticity space (LCS) is often used, e.g. in (Alvarez andĹopez, 2011) , as the basis for a shadowfree colour transform. This is a two dimensional colour space, defined as:
For the rare cases of r or b being 0, we use 1 instead for their value, therefore still providing a similar value and avoiding the numerical issue.
Numerical stability
If the model is estimated from a road for which the colour is perfectly homogeneous, the standard deviation vanishes, making the update of the mean colour (5) diverge. In practice, noise in the acquisition implies that the colours are never homogeneous and the standard deviation therefore does not vanish. It can however become too small to be represented using the normal limited precision of floating point numbers when the road is "homogeneous" (parts of some of our datasets RunningTrack and Footpath) and for colour spaces that are by design normalised, i.e. their components are restricted to the [0; 1] interval, which forced standard deviations to be lower than 1.
In these circumstances, updating the model of the road using (4) -(6) would lead to the standard deviation correctly becoming increasingly small (the standard deviation of the model converging towards the measured standard deviation), eventually resulting in an infinite mean colour and then producing invalid Mahalanobis distances between the model and the image pixels. This numerical instability was solved by multiplying all colour components described in Section 2.5 by 100. This does not alter the Mahalanobis distance values (because the correction is linear) but implies larger standard deviation values compared to the original values, therefore resolving the numerical instability. Other transformations would have been possible but non-linear ones would correspond to changing the colour transformations and/or metric used to compare colours.
Results
We present in this section results of our method on a number of datasets. The first experiment assesses the viability of the various colour spaces presented in Section 2.5. The second experiment shows the effect of the adaptability factor (Equation (4)) on the performance of the system in detecting the road. Finally, we show repeatability and long-range driving in one of our test areas.
The first two experiments (effect of colour space and adaptability) are performed on pre-captured datasets, described in the next section. Initial tests were conducted with a Pioneer 3AT, with which some of the datasets were captured. The longer driving experiments were conducted with Idris (Figure 4 ), our four wheel drive and four wheel steering robot, based on a robuCar-TT chassis. This robot is capable of driving on rough surfaces and is therefore ideal for some of the experiments we conducted. The cameras used are catadioptric (hyperbolic mirror) omni-directional cameras and the images are unwrapped into panoramic images (Labrosse, 2006) with one pixel per degree of rotation around the camera. The proposed method does not use the fact that the images are panoramic and can work for forward looking cameras by limiting the position and/or width of the road to the image plane. Because of the type of camera used here, we do not limit the position or width of the road and instead wrap around the images. This allows worse results to be obtained (constraining the detection to the front, where the road is, can only help) but allows us to consider more failure cases. In most cases, only the front part of the images is shown and the road is expected to be at the centre of the images. In a few cases, full panoramas are shown, in which case the road is expected to be at column index 25% of the width of the panoramic images from the left, the back of the robot being at column index 75%, the right of the robot at column index 50% and the left at column index 0% (left-most column).
All detection (position and width) errors and statistics are evaluated against ground truth, which was created by manually annotating the images, "drawing" the trapezoid on each of the images of each sequence using an in-house software package that allows the specification of the trapezoid by two mouse clicks on either side of the trapezoid.
The experiments were performed on unwrapped panoramic images of 360 × 55 pixels. For the off-line experiments, on one core of a 2.7 GHz Intel R Core TM i5 CPU with local solid state storage, the processing runs at approximately 370 Hz without any logging of data. On-line processing speeds (while logging all data including images, running as part of a complex system in charge of the safety of the robots, and including image acquisition) are given in Table 1 (Pentium R 4M 1.8 MHz on Idris, one core of a dual-core 2.26 GHz Core TM 2 Duo on the Pioneer).
Only the steering is controlled by the system for the actual driving. The road position is expected to be at a given value that depends on the geometry of the system (column index 91 in the images captured by our robots). The difference between actual and desired position is used in a proportional controller which sets a rotational speed (for Pioneer robots) or steering (for Idris). The proportional constant was the same for both robots and only adequately tuned (i.e. producing a system that follows the road at the typical speeds of the robots).
The speed was manually set to control the effect of adaptability (see Sections 2.4 and 3.3). In a real system, the speed could be linked to the road position error as well as the detected width of the road.
Datasets
The datasets used in the off-line experiments were captured during road following trials (apart from one) and are described below. They all represent different challenges and are limited in length not by failure of the method but by either end of the road (physical end, entering in an area that is not road-like any more, obstacle, etc.) or lack of further features. For each dataset, we show a number of typical and interesting frames. Table 1 gives the speed of the robot and the frame rate of the capture of the various datasets. The speeds were desired speeds rather than actual speeds, which vary, in particular in the presence of obstacles. The various speeds were chosen based on versions of the software (lower speeds for earlier versions) and specific requirements (Lakeside was intentionally done very slowly). The capture rate is an average and varies by about 1 fps depending on hard drive caching.
|✉♥♥✐♥❣❚r❛❝❦
The running track ( Figure 5 ) is a highly visible manufactured surface accompanied by well defined edge markings. This blue surface contrasts well against the white edges and central line as well as the grassy surroundings. However, the two adjacent running tracks are both some variation of blue, the robot driving on the lighter of the two tracks. This dataset comprises 1803 images. The challenges of the dataset include changes in surface colour caused by leaves, cast shadows by nearby trees, occasional crossing white and yellow lines and an intersection. ▲•❛♥❜❛❞❛r♥ The road ( Figure 6 ) in this dataset is a well marked tarmac surface which contrasts against the mostly green surroundings. This dataset comprises 541 images. The challenges of this dataset include noise (a moving diagonal pattern in the original omni-directional images resulting in hyperbolic lines forming on the unwrapped panoramic images due to noise in the camera), general lack of colour contrast (due to an overcast sky), raised pedestrian crossings, a T-junction and a sharp turn involving a brief change in the road surface. The challenges of this dataset involve saturation and therefore high and low (colour) contrasts, coupled with multiple shadow configurations on the road. Note that on that dataset, the ground truth covers the whole road width, therefore including both bright (almost saturated) and shaded areas, while the initial model only contained the bright area (because of initial positioning of the robot). ❲✐♥❞❋❛r♠ The road in this dataset (Figures 9) is an unmarked loose surface which is highly similar in colour to the surroundings. This dataset comprises 2998 images. The challenges of this dataset include low contrast between the road and the surroundings with no crisp edge, surface discolouration due to wet patches and changing viewpoint due to changes in the on-road position. Note also that due to a bug in an early version of the software, the robot had a tendency to "hug" the left side of the road, implying that in most images the road does not fit well the shape used to model it. Moreover, the safety systems of the robot were now and then stopping the robot because it was too close to the tall grass on the left. This resulted in the robot stopping completely for around 102 frames, which were removed, hence a gap between frames 423 and 525 in the presented results.
▲❛❦❡s✐❞❡ The road in this dataset (Figure 10 ) is made of various materials ranging from lose grey gravel to brown mud and presents dry and wet patches with puddles in places (see Figure 4 for a typical Figure 26 ). The road is delimited by grass but the boundary road-grass is not always obvious. This dataset comprises 11226 images and was captured using teleoperation at low speed (0.1 m/s). The speed was such that decimating the dataset could simulate variable robot and/or processing speeds (Section 3.3). The challenges of this dataset include the changes in appearance of the road, a pedestrian walking in front of the robot (around frame 1006), changes in attitude of the robot due to bumps and holes in the road, occasional central "band" of different colour (grass or rocks) and some intersections. 
Colour transforms
The performance of the colour transforms is mainly related to the accuracy of pixel classification (note however that the proposed method does not perform an explicit classification of the pixels). This is presented as the Mahalanobis distance between pixels of the second frame of each sequence and the initial model derived from the first frame. Comparing the second frame to the first frame ensures that the comparison is fair, removing effects due to changes in road appearance. The results are presented using a logarithmic grey scale so that low Mahalanobis distance values appear light. The logarithmic scale emphasises the differences between low distance values. A good result is therefore one for which the road and only the road is light, or where at least the road is well separated from its surroundings.
The second aspect of these results is to compare the detection (position and width) of the road to ground truth using the various colour spaces. For each dataset we present:
• plots showing the error between detected position and width and ground truth for a selection of colour spaces. Because the successes are similar, which is the case for most colour spaces, only RGB (a) Second frame
Figure 11: RunningTrack: Mahalanobis distance of the pixels of the second frame to the initial model derived from the first frame as the de facto colour space, ab (for a reason that becomes clear later) and a few specific failures are shown;
• the mean of the position and width errors along with their standard deviation. These are given for all datasets and colour spaces in Tables 2 and 3 .
Positive position errors indicate that the road is detected too far to the left while positive width errors indicate an underestimation of the road width. All results presented in this section were computed with an adaptability factor ϕ = 0.05 (Equation 4).
Mahalanobis distance images
Visual inspection of the Mahalanobis distance per pixel between the second frame and the road model built from the first frame reveals that some of the colour transforms will perform better than others (Figures 11  to 16 ). Indeed, some will show a clear low distance value (light pixels in the figures) for the road well contrasted from the high (darker) values surrounding the road.
In particular, examining the RunningTrack dataset (Figure 11 ), RGB seems to be the colour space that separates best the two shades of blue of the running track. However, along with the other colour spaces that retain luminance information, the correct (light blue) path is not so well homogeneously defined and its detection is susceptible to shadows (cast by the authors on the running track) and discolouration (bottom left part of the track).
Generally, colour transforms that retain the luminance information are better at distinguishing between road and non-road pixels (e.g. RGB on the RunningTrack (Figure 11 ) and Lab compared to ab on Llanbadarn (Figure 12 ) or Lakeside (Figure 16) ) but are at the same time heavily influenced by the presence of shadows and wet patches. Colour spaces that separate luminance from colour information seem to perform better against shadows than colour spaces that do not, even if retaining the luminance information (compare for example Lab or YUV against RGB in Shadows, Figure 13 ). The MCh and MCh ′ colour transforms seem to perform badly in most cases from the point of view of the Mahalanobis distance, although MCh ′ , which uses the normalised colour information, performs better (apart perhaps in the case of Shadows). This could be due to the added b * component, but given that CbCra performs better yet, the likely reason for the increase in performance is the normalisation.
The likely reason for the better performance of CbCra compared to MCh and MCh ′ (despite encoding similar information) is the separation of the components. Indeed a single standard deviation is used for Figure 15 : WindFarm: Mahalanobis distance of the pixels of the second frame to the initial model derived from the first frame the combination of colour components and therefore the different variabilities of the various components is not taken into account. When combining the components, the normalisation helps, but only marginally compared to keeping the components separate.
The Llanbadarn dataset shows that in some cases, keeping the luminance information helps. Indeed, the colours in the images of this dataset are under-saturated and the main differences between road and nonroad is the brightness of the pixels. However, and despite the noise pattern present in these images (due to (a) Second frame Figure 16 : Lakeside: Mahalanobis distance of the pixels of the second frame to the initial model derived from the first frame a faulty camera), there is enough colour information for the road to be detectable, but only if the colour components are not combined.
After a qualitative evaluation of the various colour transforms, we now turn to a quantitative evaluation performed by running the proposed road following system on all the datasets with the various colour spaces. The analysis of the detection results provide more insight as to the performance of the system. In particular, they show that the system performs well for most colour spaces. However, there are failures and these are discussed for each dataset in turn.
Road detection
Tables 2 and 3 recapitulate the statistics on the position and width errors for all datasets and colour spaces. Of the two parameters, position is the most important one for autonomous driving given that the aim is to stay in the middle of the road. The tables show that for all datasets most colour spaces succeed with detection errors of only a few pixels. They also show that some colour spaces have errors that are significant, either in mean value of standard deviation. These global results are however only part of the evaluation. Indeed some of the colour spaces seem to fail (or not perform as well as others) from a statistical point of view but are not necessarily failures from a data point of view. Because the road detection was not restricted to the front part of the images, it does happen that it moves to detecting the road behind the robot, which makes the statistics show bad result while in fact the road is correctly tracked. Still, this shows that something went wrong at some stage, and we discuss now these cases. Further details on each of the datasets are given in Section A.1. Figure 17 shows the position and width errors for three of the considered colour spaces for the RunningTrack dataset. Typical failure cases on this dataset are due to yellow lines that cross the running track ( CbCr, HS , MCh'), shadows and automatic brightness compensation of the camera (MCh', RGB). These result in the system detecting the road as including both running tracks (the correct light blue and incorrect dark blue) or only the wrong track. At frame 1506 a track branches onto the main running track and both RGB and Lab trackers include it in the main road. Lab eventually recovers but RGB does not ( Figure 17 ) and the detection is pushed to the back of the robot. Figure 18 shows the detection errors for three of the colour spaces for the Llanbadarn dataset. A systematic error to the right is visible, which is due to a muddy curb and yellow grass on the right. Despite this, the low quality of the images and obstacles such as raised pedestrian crossing, junction and sharp turn, all colour spaces succeed.
The detection errors for the Shadows dataset are shown in Figure 19 for three of the colour spaces. High contrast and image saturation means that the RGB colour space quickly includes the grassy area on the right as part of the road, leading to the failure of that colour space. A systematic error is also seen in this case, but this time is due to the ground truth including the shaded area of the road on the left while the initial detection was not because of the initial alignment of the robot. However, the MCh colour space does include this shaded area but not the bush area on the left despite being similar in terms of the Mahalanobis distance (see Figure 13 (k)). However, the road is correctly detected because the expansion of the trapezoidal shape stops at the few pixels that do not match the colour model. This shows the strength of a shape constrained detection that is not matched to an explicit segmentation but expanded from previous knowledge of where the road is to be expected. Figure 20 shows, for three of the colour spaces, the detection errors for the Footpath dataset, The road in this dataset presented a number of challenges, including a green cast on the left at the beginning and a number of wet patches. Combined with sudden changes in the width of the road and obstacles, this makes some of the colour spaces detect the road at the back of the robot approximately from frame number 1400. Moreover, the road branches off to the left at frame 1415 and the ab detector, not wrongly, follows that branch. The statistics in Tables 2 and 3 do not include these final frames to avoid biasing the results because The detection errors for two of the colour spaces on the WindFarm dataset are shown in Figure 21 . This dataset presents many of the difficulties such a system can encounter: the road colour is not homogeneous (the centre being darker), changes as the robot moves both progressively as the nature of the ground changes Figure 21 : WindFarm: position and width errors but also suddenly with shadows and wet patches. Moreover, the colour of the non-road areas are rather close to that of the road areas. Finally, because of the bad position of the robot on the road during image acquisition, the trapezoidal shape badly fits the data. However, the system generally performs well, with only the colour spaces that include luminance information failing at some point. Figure 22 shows the detection errors for two of the colour spaces for the Lakeside dataset. In this case, all colour spaces succeed, despite the variable nature of the road surface and local changes due to wet patches. Only MCh fails from the beginning, which was to be expected given Figure 16 (k). Contrary to the case of the WindFarm dataset, discarding luminance information has a negative effect (but only by 1 pixel for the position and 2 pixels for the width, no failures happening). This is because of the low colour contrast of the images due to a sometimes overcast sky.
Conclusion on colour spaces
From the discussion above, it is clear that the colour spaces that include luminance information are not as reliable over long runs, although occasionally they can help in separating well marked roads (which is usually not what happens in the field), especially in overcast days when images lack contrast.
The colour spaces that combine all their information into a single component do not perform well, especially when the road presents a variable appearance. This is because a single Gaussian is then used for the totality of the colour information, not allowing different variabilities. Normalising the various components before combining them helps, but does not cater for large variations.
The colour spaces that separate luminance information from colour information definitely perform better and the ones that do not retain the luminance information generally perform better yet and can cope with changes in the appearance of the road surfaces due to shadows or water. This property is partly due to the adaptability of the road model, but not exclusively, given that it is not enough for some of the colour spaces. Of all these colour spaces, ab never fails and performs as well as if not better than other colour spaces, with often a more consistent (lower standard deviation) detection (position and width). For this reason the ab colour space is used for all subsequent results. Note however that no one colour space is better than the other and perhaps a better solution would be to offer a mechanism that would automatically select the best colour space based on the situation.
It is interesting to note that the CIE L*a*b* colour space was designed to be perceptually linear, which is of little interest for this work. However, the colour information of this space performs (marginally) better than the non perceptually linear colour spaces.
Finally, if computational cost is an issue, then it might be better to use one of the colour spaces that is a linear transformation from RGB, and UV or CbCr would be good candidates. Moreover, some cameras directly provide images in colour spaces such as YUV, so UV might be a good choice in such cases.
Adaptability evaluation
We now show the effect of the adaptability factor (ϕ in (4)). For this we ran a number of the datasets presented in Section 3.1 through our system, varying ϕ from 0 (no adaptability) to 0.5 (the experiments reported in Section 3.2 used ϕ = 0.05). For these values, we also sub-sample the datasets, taking every 1 (all), 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 images to simulate the effect of varying processing and/or robot speed. The results are reported in Section 3.3.1.
The simulated varying robot speed obviously does not take into account the dynamics of the system. To test that we have repeated the same straight section at the beginning of the road where the Lakeside dataset was captured (from Point 1 towards Point 2 in Figure 26 ) at varying speeds. The results are reported in Section 3.3.2.
Varying the adaptability factor
We show here some of the datasets used previously, in a different order to help the presentation. Figure 23 shows the mean errors on position and width for different values of the adaptability factor and speed for the Lakeside dataset and the ab colour space. It clearly shows that increasing the adaptability factor, Figure 23 : Lakeside: mean position and width errors for different adaptability factors and speeds using the ab colour space for a given speed, improves the detection of the road. More specifically, the width detection improves, while the position remains sensibly the same as long as any adaptation occurs. This shows that adaptation allows better detection of the road, the width being too large with not enough adaptation and converging towards an error of about 2 pixels for lower speeds. The position error is largely independent of the adaptability; this is because the surroundings of the road are symmetrical, both sides being grass. If that had not been the case, the position error would have also depended on the adaptability factor. These results also show that space sampling (speed of the robot versus processing speed) somehow affects the performance. For slower sampling, the system needs higher adaptability to reach similar performance. This is because changes in the colour properties of the road take fewer frames to enter the trapezoid at faster speeds, therefore requiring higher values of the adaptability factor to keep track of the new colour values. Figure 24 shows the statistics for position and width of the detection on the RunningTrack dataset with the ab colour space. Compared to Lakeside, the results on this dataset are not so obvious. Again the position is largely independent from the adaptability factor and speed. However with a too low adaptability factor the width tends to be overestimated but not so much with higher adaptability values. This is because the changes Figure 24 : RunningTrack: mean position and width errors for different adaptability factors and speeds using the ab colour space in the images correspond to sharp shadows and sudden brightness adjustments of the camera, changes that are too fast for low adaptability values. The performance is better without adaptability compared to too low adaptability because the initial model remains correct given the colour space used ( ab) and the fact that the road is well delimited by a white line. This is not the case using the RGB colour space (Figure 25 ) where no adaptability leads to a much worse performance. The poor performance with no adaptability is due to the detection jumping on the darker lane at the various transitions into and out of the shadow areas.
Close examination of the detection results shows that for Every 1, up to an adaptability factor of 0.01 the results are good for the RGB colour space (and performs better in shadows compared to not using any adaptability). Moreover, the low adaptability value means that the bank on the side of the track at the end of the dataset is not learnt and the detection remains on the track. Higher adaptability values perform similarly in the shadows but learn the bank as being the new road. Finally, the detection at higher speeds of the robot performs similarly but for higher values of the adaptability, showing the relationship between adaptability and frame rate.
Varying the driving speed
We tested the system on the Idris robot at different actual driving speeds on the road used for the Lakeside dataset, from Point 1 towards Point 2 in Figure 26 . This experiment was performed with the default adaptability value of ϕ = 0.05 and the robot was driven at 1 m/s while logging data (including images). The Figure 25 : RunningTrack: mean position and width errors for different adaptability factors and speeds using the RGB colour space results for that speed were presented in Section 3.2.2.
We repeated the same road section at various speeds from 0.5 m/s. At a speed of 2 m/s, large oscillations in the driving started appearing, the amplitude increasing. Note that this was not due to the road being lost but due to the simplistic and badly tuned proportional controller used to drive the robot, coupled with the frame rate. Not doing any data logging (which roughly doubles the frame rate), driving at the speed of 2 m/s was successful but the system started failing again at 3 m/s.
Another effect of varying the speed was experienced during two runs. At Point 4 in Figure 26 the road is interrupted by a gate, on the path of the road, and a cattle grid on its left. The road therefore presents a sudden change in appearance (colour and texture) directly in front of the robot and high up (above the ground) where the gate is and on the ground where the cattle grid is. Having started at Point 3 driving at 1 m/s the system finally failed when reaching the cattle grid. The robot correctly turned away from the gate towards the cattle grid but failed to adapt to the new colours given by the cattle grid and therefore failed. However, on a repeat run (from Point 1) when slowing down on the approach to about 0.5 m/s, therefore allowing more adaptability per distance travelled, the system succeeded in passing the cattle grid. Images corresponding to these events are shown in Section A.2.
These experiments show that the adaptability factor depends not only on the frame rate but also on the speed of the robot. The performance is therefore dependent on the ground covered between images. The experiments reported tend to show that with an adaptability factor of 0.05, processing at 3 frames per metre travelled is a good frame rate. Different values of the adaptability factor would lead to different frame rates.
Repeatability and long-range driving
Most of the roads that were used to create the datasets used in the paper have been driven many times by the system. Apart from the failure cases describe elsewhere in the paper, the system deviated very little from the centre of the road. Specifically, we drove the section of road corresponding to the Lakeside dataset a number of times, North to South and South to North, at speeds of 1 m/s and 1.5 m/s. The robot never deviated from the road which was approximately 1.5 times wider than the robot, with a repeatability much better than that of standard GPS receivers. This section and other sections of our long-range field trials were repeated several times.
Longer distances were also driven by the system. In most of the long-distance trials we did (similarly to the shorter datasets presented in Section 3.1), what stopped the system was the presence of an obstacle that could not be passed by the robot, apart from two cases described below. Some of the recorded tracks are described in Table 4 and Figure 26 . The cattle grid failure was described in Section 3.3. The puddle failure was due to a combination of image saturation and coincidence of colours on-and off-road in a bend of the road, a situation that would have been difficult for a human being (see Section A.3).
Discussion and conclusion
Following roads (as defined in Section 1) should be performed reliably with all variants of roads ranging from streets to footpaths. We have shown that the method we proposed in this paper is capable of following a multitude of roads in a robust and reliable way. The method requires a single frame to learn the road appearance and makes a simple assumption about the roads: that their colour can be distinguished from that of the surroundings of the road. Most well used roads are of that type, given the appropriate colour space. Adaptability ensures that the algorithm is robust to environmental factors and road colour changes. Coupled with the use of the ab colour space the method copes well with local road appearance changes such as that due to shadows and wet patches.
Methods that first segment the images into road/non-road regions and then fit a model of the road on the result can fail if the boundary between the two areas is ill-defined (for example the case of the Llanbadarn dataset), especially since often the segmentation uses a fixed threshold on some colour similarity measure, as in (Thrun et al., 2006) . Indeed this could create large areas of the image classed as road when they are not, leading to a bad fit of the model. Our algorithm that increases the width of the road stops at the edge of the road as long as some part of the edge of the road are defined along the extent of the shape. Moreover, the expansion of the model is not stopped at any of the small variations on the road because whole lines of pixels along the road are considered at a time, therefore low-pass filtering the pixel noise. Significant changes in the value of the distance are only (mostly) introduced when the edge is reached.
Adaptability is done progressively (to avoid learning off road colours in case of bad detection) in two ways. One is that because of the tapered shape of the model, new road colours only appear progressively in the view and therefore only slowly influence the colour statistics which are dominated by that from what is assumed to be free space (the area immediately in front of the robot). Second, to explicitly control the adaptability, we introduced a damping in the learning that proves effective and offers a parameter that can be changed depending on the speed of the robot (and values based on our experiments were given).
The combination of the distance and road width terms in (2) proved to be enough, despite its simplicity. More complex combinations could have been considered, but we generally aimed at simplicity for efficiency reasons because this system is only intended to be a part of a general navigation system and therefore needs to be fast. In particular, the model of the road was also chosen for its simplicity because it allows the easy and efficient calculation of pixel positions. Indeed, the model is made of a base set of pixels that correspond to the minimum width model and can be enlarged by adding one (diagonal) line of pixels at a time. All the coordinates can therefore be pre-computed and shifted to address different lines.
The various parameters of the model depend only on the geometry of the system, or are established as part of the road detection. We have manually set the former based on the robots we used in this work. However they could have been established automatically by placing the robot in the correct position on the road and fitting the model to the road in a similar way as we presented but taking into account all the parameters. However, the value of these parameters is not critical. Finally some of the parameters, such as height of the trapezoid, could be adjusted as part of a wider navigation system to take into account desired speed for example.
As the model is horizontally expanded to find the edges of the road, the statistics of the colour are gathered to compare them to the road model. The results of the calculation is cached so that no further evaluations are needed to update the colour of the road once it has been detected, even when only using a narrow version of the shape for statistics update. This saves precious time and allows the method to run on-line at speeds the robot can handle, even on a 800 MHz Pentium R III computer with 256MB of ram. This caching is possible because the distance function (3) is fully evaluated only once, which is performed incrementally. The geometrical expansion of the model assumes that the starting point is contained within the road area of the images. This is not an unrealistic assumption if the frame rate is fast enough given that the initial model is narrower than the roads. However, should this not be the case, a viable solution would be to start the detection procedure by first shifting the model to see if a better match is obtained. This would move the initial model in the valley of the distance function, before expanding it.
The shape used to model the geometry of the road does not necessarily fit the road well, in particular when the road is not flat, straight or of constant width. When the road presents a turn, the tip of the trapezoid pushes the detection sideways thanks to the horizontal expansion of the model during its construction, especially if the road is wider than the minimum width (when the base of the trapezoid is too narrow).
This allows the robot to start the turn as soon as the road bends. The height of the trapezoid is therefore directly linked to the necessary forewarning needed for the robot to be able to follow the turn. This same construction method of the model ensures that the model is fully enclosed in the road area, therefore only representing the effective straight part of the road to follow. This is an advantage over fitting a model in some best fit sense that would tend to include in equal amounts road and non-road areas around their boundary, therefore wrongly reporting a wider road.
Our proposed method relies on the assumption that the road is distinct from its surroundings based on colour only. This only excludes roads that are solely defined because multiple vehicles have travelled in the same tracks in an otherwise open area (such as in the desert). Often such tracks result in the "road" being of slightly different colour than the non-traversed areas and it is possible that this difference is enough for our method. We have however not been able to evaluate this.
The reliance on colour differences and the simplicity of our method makes it an ideal candidate to objectively compare multiple colour spaces. We have therefore presented results on multiple datasets using a number of colour spaces, many often used in the literature (with or without justification). Our results show that the colour spaces that discard luminance information often perform best because they offer resilience against changes due to shadows and local surface properties such as wet patches. Although the literature often shows the use of colour spaces that separate luminance from colour information, the discarding of luminance information is seldom used. Moreover, combining multiple colour components (possibly from different colour spaces) into a single component as proved to produce worse results.
Many authors have used mixtures of Gaussians to represent road colours (e.g. (Thrun et al., 2006) ). However, results given in (Lee and Crane III, 2006 ) on a very small (and therefore possibly not representative) dataset show that using two Gaussians instead of one for the road colours does not improve the results dramatically. The proposed method only uses one Gaussian on several grounds. The first is that handling a single Gaussian is easier and faster. The second is that some of the colour variation is efficiently handled by colour transformations, as the results in Section 3.2 show. The third is that multiple Gaussians are only needed when the road is genuinely multi-coloured, which on ill-defined roads happens when the centre of the road (between wheel tracks) is of a different colour. However, this colour is often the same as that surrounding the road and including such colour in the model would therefore be detrimental, or at least wasteful if the pixel classification method detects that some of the on-and off-road colour properties are the same and does not use them. Finally, the images we used were of low resolution and the shapes typically contained approximatively 750 pixels (for a width w of 20). Calculating more than one Gaussian distribution on this number of pixels is becoming close to not being significant.
Perhaps a better solution to the problem of the centre of the road having a different colour would be to ignore this area, or weigh it down in the computation of the colour statistics. From a computation point of view this would be easy and therefore not time consuming. However, we have not done this as the reduction of the number of pixels was too great to keep the statistics significant. The use of a higher resolution camera would easily allow this.
Robust statistics (such as median and median absolute deviation) could have been used to represent the road colour. However this is generally not done in the domain of road following for efficiency reasons. Moreover, the main problem such approach would solve is robustness against outliers, which is not the main problem encountered here. In particular, this would not improve the colour representation using a single Gaussian when a central (often green) area is present on the road as this is genuinely a distribution corresponding to a different mode rather than outliers. Moreover, our incremental fitting of the model allows us to compute the mean as the model is fitted, which would not be possible should a median be used.
It is not clear yet if other features of the road surface could be used. Some published work has used the gradient of the image as a measure of texture or more explicit texture properties such as the Haralick statistical features. However, it is not obvious that such features would offer more discrimination on some of the types of road we have used for this work. Perhaps more importantly would be to consider some rough 3-D information, perhaps captured by a laser scanner (such as the one used here for safety) as road surroundings often present tall grass or features that are different from the road surface. We will evaluate such aspects in future work.
A Detailed description of results
We present in this appendix detailed descriptions of some of the results presented in the paper, with accompanying figures. These are intended as a way of showing the various successes and failure modes of the method.
A.1 Colour spaces
The detection graphs of the RunningTrack dataset ( Figure 17 ) show typical failures with different colour spaces. The first type happens at frame 260: a yellow line across the track in the otherwise homogeneous colour pushes the detection to span both running tracks. A subsequent yellow line in frame 325 in the other track pushes the detection back on the correct track. This happens for the CbCr and HS colour spaces. Figure 27 show the transition frames with the detected road drawn on the images. The same failure happens Figure 27: Failure case of the CbCr colour space on the RunningTrack dataset: a yellow line (visible in the colour version of the paper) pushes the detection to span both running tracks at frame 429 for HS , which then recovers promptly. The same also happens to MCh ′ at frame 429 but this colour space does not recover so quickly. In fact shadows cast by nearby trees push the detection even further in the other lane. This is due to a combination of the shadows on the ground and an overall change in image brightness due to auto adjustment of the camera when the robot entered the shadow. Figure 28 shows the frames corresponding to that failure. The overall change in brightness of the images can be seen between frames 507 and 508. A similar effect happens in the RGB colour space, but when exiting the shadows, at frame 867. In the shaded area, other colour spaces have shown variations away from ground truth, but only by a few pixels.
At frame 1506, a running track of the same colour as the one the robot tries to follow branches on the track from the left. Both RGB and Lab trackers expand to include this added available width, despite the white line separating them and then latch onto the joining track only (and the detected road is therefore too narrow, because of the perspective). At frame 1628, when the joining track finally fully merges with the main track, the Lab tracker moves back to the main track. However, the RGB tracker keeps tracking the side of the main track and eventually switches to tracking the road at the back of the robot. The RGB case is shown in Figure 29 .
The road being tracked at the back of the robot happens with other datasets (see below). When this happens, Figure 29: Failure case of the RGB colour space on the RunningTrack dataset: the detection moves onto a joining track on the left and then moves on the back of the robot the statistics on the errors (mean and/or standard deviations) tend to be very large. The statistics in these cases, although correct, are not necessarily indicative of bad performance and in most cases the back road is tracked correctly. However, this is indicative of "something going wrong" at some point, often due to intersections. Tables 2 and 3 , for the RunningTrack dataset, apart from the RGB, Lab and MCh ′ colour spaces, all the colour spaces perform adequately, despite the shadows, track discolourations and intersection.
As visible in
A.1.2 ▲•❛♥❜❛❞❛r♥ detection
For the Llanbadarn dataset, it is not surprising that the detection results appear to be noisy ( Figure 18 ). As the Mahalanobis images (Figure 12) show, the road is only weakly visible in most colour spaces. It is interesting to note that the road is systematically detected too far to the right. This is because the right side of the road is only weakly marked by a muddy curb and yellow grass while the left hand side is well marked by green grass, see Figure 30 (a). Despite the quality of the data and the obstacles present (raised pedestrian crossing, Figure 30(b) ), the errors are reasonable in many colour spaces. The Shadows dataset (Figure 19 ) shows two failures. Using the RGB colour space, the detection suddenly, at frame 41, includes part of the grass next to the road. This happens just after coming out of the shaded area where the images become very saturated, therefore not showing enough distinction between the road and the grass in the RGB colour space. Figure 31 shows some of these frames. Later, the detection is pushed further back by dark bushes, explaining why the road is then detected behind the robot. The same effect is seen using the MCh ′ colour space, although not so dramatically initially.
Apart from these two cases, the detection appears to be always too narrow and too far to the right. This is because the ground truth was set to include the whole width of the road, including the shaded area on the left. The initial model did not include that shaded area and was therefore not detected as part of the road. This is a failure of the initialisation that only grows a symmetric model, which is a good procedure, assuming the robot is centred and aligned with the road which was not the case for this dataset.
The only colour space that includes the shaded area is MCh. Given the Mahalanobis image in Figure 13 this is not surprising. What is surprising is that the detection remains on the road given that the whole bush area on the left of the road and grass area on the right appear to be similar to the road. However, the matching is constrained by the trapezoidal shape and its expansion stopped as soon as making it wider increases the accumulated Mahalanobis distance. A few pixels not matching well are enough to stop the expansion process, offering robustness against such bleeding of the expansion.
Again, apart from the RGB and MCh ′ cases all colour spaces perform well and similarly.
A.1.4 ❋♦♦t♣❛t❤ detection
The detection results for the Footpath dataset ( Figure 20) show more of the previous failures. At frame 186 the detection is pushed towards the grass on the right of the road by shadows cast by nearby trees, this for At frame 1302, a widening of the road is not detected using the RGB and Lab colour spaces, due to slight variations in colour of the tarmac due to wetness. This leads the system to detecting the road too far to the right, against a fence. At frame 1405, an obstacle on the right (a door opened in the fence) pushes the detection further to the right and eventually behind the robot. This is shown in Figure 32 .
Just after that obstacle, a wider road forks out to the left from the straight road. This is the one the detection using ab follows, creating the large error seen for that colour space, Figure 33 . Note that this is the only case where the ab colour space has not followed the ground truth. Even so, this case is not really a failure as a plausible road, of the correct colour, was followed. Without this event, ab has similar statistics as the other colour spaces, Tables 2 and 3. A.1.5 ❲✐♥❞❋❛r♠ detection
The WindFarm dataset is the most difficult one in that the road is not well defined, being made of gravel and surrounded by tall yellow grass. The appearance of the road changes now and then due to wet patches and (reflective) water puddles. Also, in many parts the centre of the road is significantly darker than where the wheels drive, as is often the case on such surfaces.
This dataset also suffers from the fact that the robot was not at the centre of the road. This is because the dataset was captured during a trial of an early version of the system that had an offset in the expected road position. The robot being close to the side of the road, the safety laser scanners were often tripped by the presence of long grass overhanging in front of the robot, therefore stopping it, resulting in long sequences where the robot does not move, while the grass is being moved away. While pushing the grass away, the operators did cast shadows in front of the robot, which on occasion was enough to push the detection away from the front of the robot, especially using the colour spaces that contain luminance information. The effect of the robot not being centred on the road is that the trapezoidal shape does not fit the data as well as it should, for large parts of the dataset.
All these difficulties combined to make the detection results noisy (Figure 21 ). Most colour spaces that include luminance information eventually fail, detecting the road in the grass on the right of the road, and sometimes recover. In terms of road position, UV, CbCr, ab, CbCra and LCS all perform very well, ab having the lower mean error and standard deviation. In terms of width, Lab performs best but ab is more consistent (lower standard deviation).
A.1.6 ▲❛❦❡s✐❞❡ detection
The results (Figure 22 ) on this dataset are not surprising. Most colour spaces perform well. However, MCh performs very badly from the first frame (with a too large width) and does not recover, the positions and width then becoming random (the statistics for this colour are therefore meaningless). This is not surprising given the Mahalanobis image in Figure 16 . In both the MCh' and the RGB cases, the errors come from the model becoming corrupt due to the inclusion of non-road pixels in the statistics. It is interesting to note that the mean of the colour spaces that discard luminance information is worse (by about 1 pixel in position and 2 pixels in width) than their counterpart that keep luminance information. This is because of the low colour contrast in the images due to a mostly overcast day.
Note that a pedestrian walked in front of the robot (Figure 10(c) ) on the road on a small number of frames. This did not affect the performance of the system.
A.2 Cattle grid failure
A few frames captured arriving at the cattle grid and failing are shown in Figure 34 . Equivalent frames and beyond the cattle grid are shown in Figure 35 .
A.3 Puddle failure
The road leading to the puddle failure goes through a wooded area and is tarmacked but of bad quality and was covered in wet patches and running water. This experiment was performed towards the end of the day, the sun being low and almost aligned with the road when approaching Point 5. The lightness of the grey of the road surrounded by the darkness created by the woods meant that the pixels of the road at the front of the robot are close to saturation. The large puddle (covering most of the road) arriving in the field of view reflected a dark tree behind it, which was also casting a shadow on that part of the road. This progressively darkened the appearance of the road, the system adapting to the change. The shape of the road at that position (slight turn to the left, the puddle being in the bend, and hump just before the bend) is such that the robot was aligned with a tree just behind the puddle. All this contributed to the robot driving towards the tree and not the road which was still saturated in the images. Some of the images leading to that are shown in Figure 36 . This was one of the worst failures but human drivers would have struggled in such a situation too because of the sun more or less aligned with the driving direction. Note that due to the difficult lighting, dust on the tube of the panoramic camera created white saturated spots in the images.
